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Executive Summary

Agriculture continues to play a vital role in Uganda’s economy and has over the years determined the pace and
direction of the country’s overall economic growth. About 70 per cent of Uganda’s population is engaged in
agriculture and the sector contributes 24 per cent to the National Gross Domestic Product and 34 per cent of the
export earnings (UBOS 2019/2020). Despite the sector’s significant role, it is constrained by several factors that
include inadequate infrastructure, volatility of weather patterns, access to affordable credit, among others. To
unlock the challenge of access to affordable credit by farmers, the Government of Uganda (GoU) established the
Agricultural Credit Facility (ACF) in the year 2009 as a risk-sharing scheme with the main objective of
supporting commercialisation and modernisation of the agricultural sector.
The ACF continues to facilitate access to finance by the smallholder farmers with 62.5 per cent of the funded
projects under the scheme, comprising of micro, small and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs) which constitute
the majority of the agriculture sector in Uganda.
The report for the period ended September 30, 2021 adopted the theme ” minimising post-harvest losses through
enhancing post-harvest handling”. Proper post-harvest handling can alleviate socio-economic issues such as
food insecurity. In addition, an increase in farmers’ profits will be evidenced as better facilities and technologies
are adopted in preserving quality of the products that will in turn be sold at higher prices.
Funding totalling UGX 92.59 billion has been extended to 64 projects engaged in post-harvest handling
constituting 14.82 per cent of total financing under the ACF. Post-harvest handling equipment and facilities
financed under the ACF include; milk handling equipment like coolers, cold tankers, refrigerated trucks for
transportation of milk, fish and other perishable produce, tetraPak Aseptic filling plants and Ultra High
Temperature (UHT) processing plants to facilitate extension of the shelf life for milk and the bi-products, silos
and warehouse facilities for grain handling among others.
The total cumulative loan book grew by UGX 4.64 billion from UGX 620.04 billion in June 30, 2021 to UGX 624.68
billion as at September 30, 2021, extended to 1,295 eligible projects. The cumulative total GoU contribution
refinanced to the PFIs stood at UGX 317.12 billion.
A cumulative total of UGX 168.86 billion was repaid by the PFIs in respect of the loan instalments due as at
September 30, 2021. This represents 53.25 percent of the GoU contribution refinanced to the PFIs. The recoveries
have helped to bridge the funding gap by enhancing the capital for on-lending.
The repayment rate under the ACF has been impressive with continuous recovery of the outstanding loans by
the PFIs. Out of the total UGX 7.56 billion as GoU contribution that had been declared delinquent by the PFIs as
at September 30,2021, recoveries of UGX 2.06 billion have since been made. The non-performing loans now stand
at UGX 5.5 billion with a non-performing asset (NPA) ratio of 1.7 percent compared to the overall ratio of 5.4
percent for the commercial banks.
The increasing demand for the ACF loans is reflected in the pipeline (loan applications under review) at BoU
amounting to UGX 75.01 billion with the corresponding GoU contribution of UGX 37.71 billion. As at September
30,2021 the facility had a fund balance of UGX 31.72 billion and if the pipeline applications are to be approved,
there will be a funding deficit of UGX 5.99 billion.
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Government Remittances to the ACF Escrow Account

Since its inception, GoU has remitted UGX 201.43 billion to the ACF Escrow Account as capitalisation which
together with the reflows (repayments from the PFIs) of UGX 168.86 billion, has supported a cumulative lending
of UGX 624.68 billion under the ACF. The PFIs have matched the GoU contribution with UGX 307.57 billion in
line wth the MoA (2018). The commercial banks and UDBL contribute 50 per cent to each loan on-lent to a farmer
or an agro-processor while credit institutions and micro deposit-taking institutions contribute 30 per cent of the
loan value. In addition, UGX 1.80 billion was remitted from Government to cater for ACF marketing activities.
Table 1 below highlights a breakdown of the GoU remittances to BoU as at September 30, 2021.
Table 1: GoU annual funding to the ACF
AMOUNT
REMITTED TO BOU
ESCROW A/C

Transfer to ACF
Capital A/C

Transfer to Operations
A/C
(for ACF Publicity)

BALANCE ON
ESCROW A/C

2009/2010

20,599,434,400

20,599,434,400

0

0

2010/2011

19,964,478,648

7,905,978,648

0

12,058,500,000

2011/2012

7,500,000,000

19,558,500,000

0

0

2012/2013

15,000,000,000

15,000,000,000

0

0

2013/2014

30,000,000,000

0

0

30,000,000,000

2014/2015

26,000,000,000

30,000,000,000

0

26,000,000,000

2015/2016

50,586,800

0

50,586,800

26,000,000,000

2016/2017

22,000,000,000

0

0

48,000,000,000

2017/2018

600,000,000

26,050,000,000

600,000,000

21,950,000,000

2018/2019

400,000,000

0

2019/2020

600,000,000

21,950,000,000

550,000,000

450,000,000

2020/2021

47,863,451,700

47,713,451,700

600,000,000

0

2021/2022

12,650,000,000

12,650,000,000

TOTAL

203,227,951,548

201,427,364,748

1,800,586,800

0

FINANCIAL YEAR

22,350,000,000

Source: Bank of Uganda
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Cumulative Loan Applications and Disbursements

BoU has received cumulative loan applications totalling 1,724 with a total loan value of UGX 999.86 billion.
Disbursements have also progressively increased since inception from UGX 21.02 billion extended to 38
beneficiaries when the scheme’s operations started in 2010 to UGX 624.68 billion disbursed to 1,295 beneficiaries
(including 386 beneficiaries under block allocation). The cumulative GoU contribution accounts for UGX 317.12
billion.Table 2 and Table 3 below show disbursements since inception as well as a detailed breakdown of both
loan applications and disbursements per PFI as at September 30, 2021.
Table 2: Disbursements per year
YEAR

TOTAL LOANS
DISBURSED(GOU+PFI)

PFI CONTRIBUTION

GOU CONTRIBUTION

2010

21,023,475,000

10,511,737,500

10,511,737,500

2011

52,559,704,776

26,708,219,709

25,851,485,067

2012

86,345,018,933

44,463,547,886

41,881,471,047

2013

118,532,643,425

60,557,360,132

57,975,283,293

2014

150,154,554,535

76,368,315,687

73,786,238,848

2015

179,021,755,565

90,801,916,202

88,219,839,363

2016

208,421,339,003

105,501,707,921

102,919,631,082

2017

236,616,898,747

119,231,305,793

117,385,592,954

2018

268,875,826,761

134,081,269,800

134,794,556,961

2019

408,623,581,891

201,591,891,366

207,031,690,525

2020

581,269,049,778

286,305,225,309

294,963,824,469

2021

624,684,739,952

307,569,070,396

317,115,669,556

Source: Bank of Uganda
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Table 3: Loan Applications Received and Disbursements per PFIs as at September 30, 2021 (UGX)
PFI

NO OF
APPLICAT
IONS
RECEIVED

VALUE OF
LOAN
APPLICATIONS
AT BOU

NO OF
PROJECTS
DISBURSED

PERCENTA
GE NO. OF
PROJECTS
DISBURSED

TOTAL
DISBURSEMENT

PFI
CONTRIBUTION

(UGX)

(UGX)

%

(UGX)

(UGX)

GOU
CONTRIBUTION

(UGX)

SBU

171

317,965,613,715

137

10.6

185,050,359,557

92,973,394,417

92,076,965,140

DFCU

277

158,966,158,752

248

19.2

141,321,595,433

70,949,868,821

70,371,726,612

UDBL

56

87,623,570,093

46

3.5

71,776,941,033

35,912,518,517

35,864,422,517

BOB

35

100,495,000,000

22

1.7

60,286,766,620

30,143,383,310

30,143,383,310

PBU

509

47,375,100,000

407

31.4

37,431,143,234

13,506,489,617

23,924,653,617

92

26,107,955,688

72

5.5

22,349,030,480

11,270,019,914

11,079,010,566

303

71,993,238,760

148

11.4

20,084,746,512

10,042,373,256

10,042,373,256

TBL

14

24,440,000,000

8

0.6

17,200,000,000

8,600,000,000

8,600,000,000

HFB

48

17,791,844,223

42

3.2

14,911,822,366

7,455,911,183

7,455,911,183

123

15,671,649,600

105

8.1

12,365,561,600

5,407,524,800

6,958,036,800

BOA

18

15,900,000,000

13

1.0

10,525,000,000

5,262,500,000

5,262,500,000

Absa/BBU

15

49,086,393,377

8

0.6

10,455,233,114

5,227,616,557

5,227,616,557

KCB

10

11,380,540,000

6

0.5

5,180,540,000

2,673,770,000

2,506,770,000

SCB

2

5,000,000,000

2

0.2

5,000,000,000

2,500,000,000

2,500,000,000

OBL

2

5,500,000,000

2

0.2

2,600,000,000

1,650,700,000

949,300,000

DTB

8

14,748,000,000

3

0.2

3,300,000,000

1,650,000,000

1,650,000,000

FTB

14

2,901,000,000

10

0.8

2,116,000,000

1,058,000,000

1,058,000,000

CBL*

6

19,565,000,000

2

0.2

2,080,000,000

1,040,000,000

1,040,000,000

TFB

2

400,000,000

2

0.2

400,000,000

120,000,000

280,000,000

Pride

11

220,000,000

11

0.8

220,000,000

110,000,000

110,000,000

GTB*

3

175,000,000

1

0.1

30,000,000

15,000,000

15,000,000

MCB

3

1,140,000,000

0

0

0

0

0

IBUL**

2

5,410,000,000

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

1,724

999,856,064,208

1,295

100.0

624,684,739,949

307,569,070,392

317,115,669,558

CERUDEB
EBUL

OBUL

Source: Bank of Uganda *Defunct PFIs **Changed name to Exim Bank (U) Limited ***Former Barclays Bank of Uganda
Ltd.

From
Table 3 above, out of UGX 999.86 billion worth of loan applications received at BoU, UGX 624.68 billion (62.48
percent) were financed as at September 30, 2021. Stanbic Bank (U) Ltd, DFCU Bank Ltd, Bank of Baroda (U) Ltd
and UDBL continue to dominate utilisation in terms of loan value. This is due to the fact that the majority of
their clientele are mainly medium to large scale borrowers engaged in large scale farming and agro-processing.
PostBank (U) Limited (PBU) had the highest number of beneficiaries under the scheme accounting for 31.4
percent of the total number of projects with a loan value of UGX 37.43 billion. These are basically MSMEs with
small loan sizes including those that benefitted under the block allocation arrangement.
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Repayments and outstanding ACF balances

Given that ACF is a risk-sharing scheme, GoU contributes 50 per cent to the loans submitted through commercial
banks and UDBL and 70 per cent to loans submitted through MDIs and CIs. The PFIs are expected to repay to
BoU only the principal as per the provisions of the MoA (2018). PFIs are required to remit funds recovered from
borrowers bi-annually (in June and December). Since ACF is a revolving scheme, recoveries or reflows are used
to fund new loan requests from other eligible borrowers.
As at September 30, 2021, refinance totalling UGX 168.86 billion (53.25 percent) as GoU contribution to the
projects, had been repaid by PFIs leaving UGX 148.26 billion outstanding. The repayment of the ACF loans
however is tagged to the loan periods granted to the end-borrowers under the scheme’s guidelines. The status
of GoU contribution refinanced to each PFI, repayments made to BoU and outstanding loans owing from the
PFIs as at September 30, 2021 is indicated in Table 4 below.
Table 4: Cumulative Disbursements, Repayments and Outstanding balances per PFI as at September 30, 2021
CUMULATIVE
AMOUNT
DISBURSED

CUMULATIVE
REPAYMENTS

OUTSTANDING
BALANCES (GoU)

(UGX)

(UGX)

(UGX)

GTB

15,000,000

15,000,000

0

Pride

110,000,000

52,500,000

57,500,000

TFBL

280,000,000

70,670,922

209,329,078

OBL

949,300,000

949,300,000

0

CBL

1,040,000,000

1,040,000,000

0

FTB

1,058,000,000

159,814,131

898,185,869

DTB

1,650,000,000

1,455,000,000

195,000,000

SCB

2,500,000,000

2,500,000,000

0

KCB

2,506,770,000

1,436,168,095

1,070,601,905

Absa/BBU

5,227,616,557

970,246,104

4,257,370,453

BOA

5,262,500,000

5,072,500,000

190,000,000

OBUL

6,958,036,800

4,336,041,932

2,621,994,868

HFB

7,455,911,183

4,963,953,496

2,491,957,687

TBL

8,600,000,000

6,325,000,001

2,274,999,999

EBUL

10,042,373,256

1,871,501,199

8,170,872,057

CERUDEB

11,079,010,565

5,201,067,721

5,877,942,844

PBU

23,924,653,617

14,281,522,534

9,643,131,083

BOB

30,143,383,310

20,834,495,908

9,308,887,402

UDBL

35,864,422,518

25,813,743,387

10,050,679,131

DFCU

70,371,726,611

34,549,429,847

35,822,296,764

SBU

92,076,965,139

36,957,736,727

55,119,228,412

317,115,669,556

168,855,692,004

148,259,977,552

PFI

Total

Source: Bank of Uganda *Defunct PFIs
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Funds Committed

Committed funds result from projects approved by BoU but partially disbursed by the PFIs or where the predisbursement conditions stipulated in the loan offer letters issued to the PFIs are yet to be fulfilled. Some of the
conditions are submission of proof of disbursement to eligible borrower and a duly executed Promissory Note
to BoU. As at September 30, 2021, committed funds amounted to UGX 41.71 billion of which GoU contribution
equivalent is UGX 21.32 billion. Table 5 below shows a breakdown of committed funds per PFI as at September
30, 2021.
Table 5: Committed Funds per PFI and the GoU contribution as at September 30, 2021
PFI

Loan Amount per PFI

HFB
EBUL
TBL
OBUL
UDBL
CERUDEB
PBUL
SBU
BOB
Absa Bank
DFCU

Total

(UGX)
180,000,000
731,000,000
900,000,000
912,000,000
2,119,606,158
2,431,487,000
2,632,750,000
4,000,000,000
4,484,249,826
6,651,754,000
16,668,263,255
41,711,110,239

GoU Commitments
(UGX)
90,000,000
365,500,000
450,000,000
456,000,000
1,059,803,079
1,215,743,500
1,778,925,000
2,000,000,000
2,242,124,913
3,325,877,000
8,334,131,628
21,318,105,120

Source: Bank of Uganda

Most of the committed funds are for capital expenditure for acquisition of agro-processing machinery that
require sufficient time for importation and installation.
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Performance during the Quarter ended September 30, 2021

During the quarter ended September 30, 2021, two hundred and sixty one (261) new loan applications were
received compared to 45 applications that received during the previous quarter. Of these, 38.2 per cent of the
aplications were from micro, small and medium enterprises with loan amounts not exceeding UGX 100 million.
The disbursements made in the quarter totaling UGX 4.64 billion were largely for small to medium sized
enterprises with loan amount not exceeding UGX 400 million.
The number of restructured loans increased by 10 in the quarter with the total number of loans that have been
restructured under the ACF at 107 with an outstanding GoU contribution of UGX 31.8 billion. With the second
lockdown however, there is likely to be an increase in loan restructuring resulting from the reduction in business
activities due to the pandemic and lockdown measures instituted on a number of businesses including
agribusinesses. BoU extended the period for covid-19 credit relief and loan restructuring guidelines to
September 30, 2021 to allow financial institutions to restructure loans for borrowers that were adversely affected
by the pandemic.
Table 6: ACF Scheme Quarterly Performance
Portfolio Classification

Total Loan Portfolio-UGX
(Disbursed)
Cumulative GOU Contribution
(UGX)
Number of Loan Applications
Received
Value of New Loan applications
(UGX)
Number of Loans Disbursed
Total Value of Loan
Disbursements (UGX)
GoU Contribution - Loan
Disbursements
Committed Funds
Repayments - GOU Contribution
Amount in Arrears (GOU
Contribution)
Number of Delinquent Loans
Value of Delinquent loans (UGX)
Ratio of NPL

30-Sep-20

31-Dec-20

31-Mar-21

30-Jun-21

30-Sep-21

UGX

UGX

UGX

UGX

UGX

525,997,126,602

581,269,049,778

589,484,149,778

620,039,989,778

624,684,739,949

267,198,362,881

294,963,824,469

299,515,374,469

314,793,294,469

317,115,669,557

74

61

42

45

261

16,984,600,000

33,766,357,500

19,403,440,000

7,884,790,000

12,037,776,000

41

50

42

41

99

5,580,180,000

55,271,923,176

8,365,100,000

30,555,840,000

4,644,750,174

3,230,890,000

27,765,461,588

4,551,550,000

15,277,920,000

2,322,375,087

46,090,994,786

22,024,811,948

23,384,466,948

11,859,761,948

21,318,105,119

4,404,299,893

6,434,031,030

9,907,351,039

4,811,299,027

5,581,110,709

2,693,840,855

14,655,065,882

6,247,714,843

18,488,047,300

13,284,714,369

22

23

23

23

22

5,821,898,740

5,506,898,740

5,506,898,740

5,506,898,740

5,506,898,740

2.18%

1.87%

1.84%

1.75%

1.74%

Source: Bank of Uganda

Recoveries during the quarter amounted to UGX 5.58 billion and these relate to loan repayments that were
remitted by the respective PFIs after June 30, 2021. The non-performing loans remained at UGX 5.5 billion ( of
the total GoU contribution refinanced) with an NPA ratio of 1.7 per cent. A summary of the quarterly
performance is highlighted in Table 6 above.
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Utilization of the Funds under the Scheme

The ACF continues to support financial inclusion through enabling access to finance by the smallholder farmers
and agribusinesses.This is evidenced by the fact that the highest number of beneficiaries under the scheme are
the small and medium enterprises who constitute 62.5 percent of the total number of beneficiaries as at
September 30, 2021. The loan amounts under this category range between UGX 10 million and UGX 100 million
and these include the unsecured loans for the micro borrowers under the block allocation arrangement in which
funding amounting to UGX 5.13 billion has sofar been extended. Several projects under various agricultural
value chains have been financed by the scheme since its inception. Among the projects funded include on-farm
activities, which comprise farm improvement projects such as the construction of structures like valley dams,
hatcheries, greenhouses, irrigation systems and excavation of fish ponds. Other funded projects included
purchase of machinery/equipment such as tractors that facilitate and enhanced farm production. Other
categories of activities funded include; working capital for grain trade, livestock, post-harvest management such
as warehouses, silos and agro-processing.
Table 7 and Figure 1 below show a breakdown of the cumulative disbursements grouped by activity funded as
at September 30, 2021.
Table 7:

ACF Portfolio grouped by funded activities (Projects disbursed by end of September 30, 2021)
NUMBER OF
PROJECTS

FUNDED ACTIVITY

On farm Activities

992

Financing working capital for grain
trade

152

Post-harvest Management

64

Agro-processing/Agro business(value
addition)

87

TOTAL

1,295

TOTAL LOAN
AMOUNT

GOU
CONTRIBUTION

UGX

UGX

PFI
CONTRIBUTION
UGX

177,143,183,236

84,055,408,706

93,087,774,530

229,913,853,864

114,948,926,932

114,964,926,932

92,594,461,695

45,736,411,647

46,858,050,049

125,033,241,154

62,828,323,108

62,204,918,046

624,684,739,949

307,569,070,393

317,115,669,557

Source: Bank of Uganda

Figure 1: Areas funded as at September 30, 2021 (Projects disbursed)

20%

28%

On farm Activities
Financing working capital for grain
trade

15%

Post-harvest Management
37%
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From Table 7 and Figure 1 above, most of the financing was towards working capital for grain trade as well as
on-farm activities, accounting for 37 per cent and 28 per cent of the total loans disbursed respectively. Grain
trade and agro-processing attract high loan amounts due to the need for high financing requirements by grain
traders to be able to mop-up the excess grain on the market as well as the heavy investment in machinery for
value addition. On the other hand, the on-farm category constitutes the highest number of MSMEs, which
comprise the biggest majority of the agricultural sector and are the engine of job creation. The financing needs
of farmers in this category include; farm expansion and improvement, installation of valley dams and acquisition
of irrigation equipment, land opening (green fileds), inputs for primary production such as improved seedlings,
fertilizers, pesticides, farm restocking with improved breeds of goats, pigs and cattle for both dairy and beef
production.
Table 8: Categorization of loans by size as at September 30, 2021
Grouping by Amount

Amount

GoU Contribution

(UGX)

(UGX)

Number of
projects

0-20,000,000*

5,265,694,950

3,064,647,475

394

20,000,001-50,000,000

6,042,035,618

3,412,371,009

147

50,000,001-100,000,000

21,901,921,999

12,299,999,552

269

100,000,001-300,000,000

46,202,734,739

24,819,114,839

247

300,000,001-above

545,272,352,643

273,519,536,682

238

Total

624,684,739,949

317,115,669,557

1,295

810

485

Source: Bank of Uganda * Includes borrowers under the block allocation

From Table 8 above, 810 projects (62.5 percent) of the projects financed under the scheme had loan amounts
ranging between UGX 10 million and UGX 100 million. These are largely smallholder farmers mainly engaged
in on-farm activities, which further confirms that the ACF has ensured increased access to credit by the micro
and smallholder farmers in Uganda.

7.1 Block Allocation – Financing Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises Engaged In
Agriculture
The innovation of Block allocation under the ACF continues to unlock access to credit in areas with communal
land tenure and most especially, for micro and smallholder farmers who are otherwise excluded for lack of
collateral to secure credit. By September 30, 2021, the ACF had extended financing of up to UGX 5.13 billion to
386 rural farmers using non-traditional collateral under block allocation. The loans were mainly advanced
through PBUL, DFCU, CERUDEB and PML. Financing for farmers in this category has been extended to four
main enterprises: cattle restocking for dairy and beef production, poultry farming, agricultural inputs and farm
infrastructure as well as grain trade.
During the quarter ended September 30, 2021, 72 new beneficiaries accessed funding under the block allocation
arrangement which was a 22.9 percent increase from the previous quarter. This continuous improvement is a
testimony that BoU through the ACF is committed to ensuring that smallholder farmers and agribusinesses
who constitute the majority of the agriculture sector in Uganda are helped to access agricultural financing.
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7.2 ACF’s contribution to minimizing post-harvest losses in the Agricultural Sector
Post-harvest management is a system of handling, storing and transporting agricultural commodities after
harvest. Today, one of the main global challenges is how to ensure food security for a world growing
population. According to the Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO), food production will need to grow by
70% to feed world population which will reach 9 billion by 2050 (Action Contre la Faim paper on post-harvest
losses by Victor Kiaya, 2014). Mismanagement during the post-harvest season can have serious effects on food
security. In Sub-saharan Africa alone, more than 333 million people were affected by food insecurity in 2016,
according to a report by the World Hunger Organization.
In many African countries, post-harvest losses of food cereals are estimated at 25 per cent of the total crop
harvested. For some crops such as fruits, vegetables and root crops, being less hardy than cereals, post-harvest
losses can reach 50 per cent (Voices Newsletter, 2016). In East Africa, economic losses in the dairy sector due to
spoilage and waste could average as much as US$90 million/year. In Uganda, approximately 27 per cent of all
milk produced is lost, equivalent to US$23 million/year (FAO, 2004) while in Kenya and Tanzania, around 95
million litres of milk worth around US$22.4 million and about 59.5 million litres of milk (over 16 per cent of total
dairy production) is lost each year respectively (FAO 2004).
For years now, Uganda has been referred to as the food basket of the East and Central African region. Ironically,
today, the country is among the many in the world that are grappling with consistent food insecurity and
nutritional deficiency. A significant percentage of Uganda’s population still suffers from hunger. The Ministry
of Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries (MAAIF) partly attributes the problem of food insecurity to poor
post-harvest handling, which results in losses. Presently, according to the MAAIF, Uganda processes a low
percentage of its agricultural produce, as perishable farm produce are wasted or sold at give-away prices due
to inadequate post-harvest facilities and lack of effective processing or preservation techniques. According to
the National Development Plan III and the Uganda Bureau of Statistics, Uganda’s food loss ranges between 30
and 40 per cent for grains and other staples as well as 30 and 50 per cent for fresh-fruits and vegetables. The
economic loss for maize farmers alone ranges between US$70 and $126 million per/year (Ministerial brief on
the International Day of Awareness of Food Loss and Waste, September 29, 2020).
A 2019 report by the Food and Agriculture Organisation indicated that poor post-harvest manangement remains
the biggest impediment to the growth of the agriculture sector in Uganda.
Currently, the national standard storage facilities for maize in Uganda can cater for only 550,000 metric tonnes
out of 3.2 million metric tonnes of total production, according to ministry of Agriculture, 2014 projections.
Some of the poor post harvest handling practices include; poor drying methods which expose the produce to
discoloration and contaminatation such as aflatosins and inadequate storage among others.
The production of agricultural crops has increased manifold during the recent years, but the development and
adoption of post harvest technology is lacking and thefore the minimization of loss or wastage of agricultural
produce is taking centre stage in post harvest management strategies.
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Proper management of post-harvest systems can resolve various social economic issues and a significant
decrease in post-harvest losses can alleviate food insecurity. In addition, if better facilities, technologies are
adopted in preserving quality of the products, farmers will sell at higher prices and this will result in increased
farmers’ profits.
The Government of Uganda has taken steps to address this issue. The National Agriculture Policy, the National
Agriculture Sector Strategic Plan as well as the National Development Plan III, all recognise the need to address
post- harvest handling in order to stimulate the agriculture sector growth. A number of policy
interventions/frameworks have been put in place aimed at reducing food loss and wastage. Some of these
interventions include; The National Strategy for Post-harvest Loss Reduction in Grains which was launched in
2019 by the Ministry of Agriculture Animal Industry and Fisheries in partnership with Food and Agriculture
Organisation. This strategy seeks to address the gaps in post-harveset handling of grains which affects the
quantity and quality of grains produced in Uganda. The agro-processing and marketing strategy for rice 2017,
which focusses on interventions aimed at improving the rice supply chain through adoption of best practices
for post-harvest handling of rice.
That notwithstanding, the Government is also investing and promoting innovative technologies and
infrastructure as well as supporting agro-processing and value addition to reduce post-harvest losses in fruits
and vegetables. The Soroti Fruit Factory, launched in 2019, aimed at tapping into the abundant citrus fruits for
commercial production of oranges and mangoes. Another fruit processing plant is set to be opened up in Nwoya
District, Northern Uganda through a public-private partnership with Delight Uganda Limited.
One of the key objectives of establishing the ACF, was to support the modernisation of the agricultural sector
through enhancing value addition and post-harvest handling. Over the last eleven years of the scheme’s
existence, financing has been extended towards acquisition of modern infrastrusture for post-harvest
management of grain, dairy products, fish, horticulture among others. A total of UGX 92,594,461,695 has been
extended to 64 projects under the ACF for acquisition of post-harvest handling infrastrasture with GoU
contribution accounting for UGX 46,858,050,049. Grain trade and agro-processing play a critical role in the
national economy and therefore a lot of emphasis is being put on managing post-harvest losses in this sector.
Under the ACF, financing of up to UGX 55,438,392,804 has been advanced for acquisition and installation of
infrastructure for post harvest handling of grain alone, such infrastructure include construction of warehouse
facilities and local storage facilities especially for small holder farmers who need relatively smaller storage
capacity, and acquisition of modern silos equipped to handle bulk storage.
Financing such modern silos with grain processing equipment to clean and bag the grain, implies that farmers
can access markets beyond the farm-gate and be able to sell their produce at competitive prices. In addition,
proper post-harvest handling can unlock credit by farmers and agro-input dealers using their commodity as
collateral. This is possible through a well regulated warehouse receipt system that would provide assurance to
the financial insitituions on the issues of quality assurance.
Table 9 and Figure 2 below shows the areas financed under ACF for post-handling as at September 30,2021.
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Table 9:

Areas financed under post-harvest handling as at September 30,2021

Enterprisefunded

Number

Purchase of milk handling equipment

25

Grain handling facilities

35

Others( cold storage for fish, horticulture and meat

4

Total

64

Source: Bank of Uganda

Figure 2:

Total loan

GoUcontribution

(UGX)

(UGX)

34,221,740,76
6
55,438,392,80
4
2,934,328,125
92,594,461,69
5

% number of
beneficiaries

17,110,441,583

39%

28,323,196,403

55%

1,424,412,063

6%

46,858,050,049

100%

Areas financed under post-harvest handling as at September 30,2021

Enterprises Funded under Post Harvest Handling

6%

39%

Purchase of milk handling equipment
Grain Handling

55%

Others (cold storage for fish,
horticulture, meat)

Source: Bank of Uganda

Acquisition of infrastructure for grain handling constitutes the highest number of beneficiaries (55% of the total
number of beneficiaries ) utilising UGX 55.44 billion out of UGX 92.59 billion that was on-lent for post-harvest
handling.

7.3 Some of the Post-Harvest Handling projects financed under ACF
Agroways Uganda Limited is one of the leading commodity processing and trading companies in Uganda and
a beneficiary under the ACF. The company operates three grain handling and processing centres with two in
Jinja and one in Mbarara disricts with a combined storage capacity of about 28,000 metric tonnes . The grain is
mainly sourced from eastern and nothern Uganda in the districts of Mayuge, Iganga, Namutumba, Bugiri,
Kamuli, Kapchorwa, Mbale and Zombo districts among others. They work with over 71,000 smallholder farmers
who are organized in 88 registered farmer organizations and over 120 village agents. These farmer groups are
trained on grain handling to maintain quality standards for the grain before it is supplied to Agroways Uganda
Limited. They have trained a number of produce organizations across the country and are now investing in a
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program that is setting up more village aggregation centers for the farmers to deliver their grain. Agroways (U)
Ltd has contracts with some of the biggest off-takers of grain such as Nile Breweries Ltd and World Food
Programme. Their fixed demand for grain is estimated at 40,000 metric tonnes per annum required by Nile
Breweries Ltd alone and 7,000 metric tonnes as safety stock with additional 7,600 metric tonnes of grain per
annum for supply to the other markets. Therefore the need to sustain this demand and meet the quality
standards is very critical for the company. Agroways (U) Ltd received financing under the ACF for purchase of
grain and grain bulk handling facilities. The company provides direct employment to about 125 people and the
number is expected to increase by another 60 people once the works at the Ruharo, Mbarara plant are completed.
The financing under the ACF is expected to increase the storage capacity of the company to 42,000 metric tonnes.
Figure 3: Inside the storage facility for Agroways (U) Ltd

Source: Bank of Uganda
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Figure 4: Agroways silos in Jinja

Source: Bank of Uganda

Aponye (U) Ltd is another beneficiary under the ACF. He deals in grain processing, cleaning, drying, grading,
packaging for both local and export market. The company has depots in Kampala, Mubende and Kyazanga and
has over the last two decades emerged as the leading supplier and exporter of produce in Uganda . They also
enjoy 20 per cent share of the grain market in Uganda. With the help of financing under the ACF, the company
has installed a grain milling plant with 12 silos in place as well as warehouses in Mubende, Nalukolongo and
Kyazanga with a total capacity of about 50,000 metric tonnes and supplies World Food Programme, Uganda
People’s Defence Forces (UPDF), Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Internal Affairs (Prisons) as well as
Supermarkets around the country. His export market includes Burundi, Rwanda, Democratic Republic of
Congo, South Sudan and Somalia. Aponye (U) Ltd deals with over 35,000 grain farmers and employs 450 people
in direct jobs with over 3,000 employed indirectly.
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Figure 5: Aponye silos in Mubende

Source: Bank of Uganda

Figure 6 Aponye warehouse in Mubende

Source: Bank of Uganda
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Figure 7: Grain storage in the Aponye warehouse in Mubende

Source: Bank of Uganda

Post harvest-handling for fish, meat and poultry is also very important and it is vital that by-products are
handled and preserved carefully to maintain quality in flavor and texture. Facilities such as refrigerated trucks
and other cold storage facilities are thefore critical in preserving these products and keeping them fresh to
minimise losses. To this end, financing has been extended under the ACF to agro-processors for acquisition of
cold storage facilities to facilitate transportation and maintenance of perishable foods.
Ugachick Poultry Breeders Ltd is one of the leading poultry farms in Uganda and enjoys a market share of about
35 percent. The company is engaged in the production of day old chicks and has a production capacity of
approximately 162,000 chicks per week. They further diversified into processing of poultry products, poultry
feeds as well as fish. Their products are sold within Uganda and neighboring countries and due to the perishable
nature of some of these products, they acquired financing under the ACF for refrigerated trucks to aid
transportation of the poultry and fish products to the target markets within and outside Uganda.
Ugachick Poultry Breeders Ltd provides direct employment to over 197 people with indirect employment
through secondary services such as farm inputs, transporters, marketing and logistics.
HMH Rainbow Ltd another beneficiary under ACF is a private limited liability company and the leading
producer of chicken and poultry feeds in Uganda. The company has installed a modern high-tech poultry farm
at Bulemezi, Luwero district with core activities including breeding, processing, packaging and distribution of
poultry meat (broilers) which is supplied under the brand names Yo-Kuku and Enkoko. The company has been
financed under the ACF for acquisition and installation of a processing plant for processing of poultry products
and feeds, construction of poultry houses for storage as well as installation of cold storage facilities and
acquisition of refrigerated trucks for transportation of processed chicken. The processing plant has a capacity
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of one million birds per month and 80 per cent of the processed chicken is consumed in Uganda through hotels
and restuarants such as KFC, Serena hotel, Madhivani hotels, Sheraton hotel as well as through their thirty six
outlets spread across the country. They also export 20 per cent of their chicken to the Kenyan market where they
supply Farmers choice Kenya and KFC Kenya with 100 tonnes and 50 tonnes of processed chicken per month
respectively. HMH Rainbow Ltd has a number of economic benefits to the Ugandan economy, some of which
include; providing employment to over 600 people in Luwero region in both direct and indirect jobs along the
company value chain, they earn approximately UGX 20 billion in export earnings per year hence contributing
to Uganda’s export earnings , they provide market for the maize farmers by utilising about 12,000 tonnes of
maize per annum in poultry feeds, they provide market for a number of other poultry farmers (out growers)
from whom they buy the ckicken as well as provide training for these farmers on best practices in order to
maintain the required quality standards and minimise losses.
Figure 8: HMH Rainbow Ltd cold storage and processing unit

Source: Bank of Uganda
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Figure 9: HMH Rainbow Ltd Storage Unit

Source: Bank of Uganda

In the dairy sector, post-harvest losses occur due to spillage and spoilage as a result of poor handling practices.
Due to the high perishable nature of milk, it must be consumed immediately unless processed for preservation.
Post harvest handling needs to be done at all levels. At the farm level, milk collection centres need to ensure that
milk is kept in milk coolers that are maintained at adequate temperatures to avoid contamination and spillage.
Transportation of milk requires milk tankers with adequate cold storage to hold the milk chilled for longer
hours. For a longer shelf life, milk requires to be preserved in ultra high temperatures with high levels of
sterilization technology to be able to keep the milk much longer without refrigeration.
A cumulative total of UGX 34,221,740,766 has been extended to dairy farmers and processors under the ACF
for acquistion of post-harvest handling equipment for milk. These include purchase of milk coolers, refrigerated
trucks for transportation of milk from village collection centres to the large diary processimng plants, acquisition
of ultra high temperature (UHT) machinery and aseptic filling lines instilled with high levels of hygiene for
pasteurisation of milk to ensure a longer shelf life.
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Figure 10: Aseptic filling line for GBK Dairy Ltd

Source: Bank of Uganda
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Figure 11: UHT Milk produced by GBK Dairy Ltd

Source: Bank of Uganda
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Marketing and Publicity of the Scheme

In line with the responsibility of creating awareness of the scheme, BoU has undertaken an aggressive marketing
strategy aimed at increasing publicity of the the ACF across the country. The Bank has partnered with a number
of stakeholders like GIZ, Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO) and the Nation Media Group through the
annual Seeds of Gold farm clinics. These engagements have led to increased awareness and demand for the ACF
as well as the uptake of the scheme.
During the quarter, BoU partnered with the Ministry of Agriculture Animal Industry and Fisheries (MAAIF) on
the Agriculture Cluster Development Programme (ACDP) that is being implemented by the Ministry. The
project’s development objective is to raise on-farm productivity, production and marketable volumes of maize,
beans, cassava, rice and coffee in 57 districts of Uganda. To realise this, the project is focussing on building
linkages with business development service providers in order to build capacity for farmers and agribusinesses,
agro-input dealers who would ensure availability of quality agro-inputs as well as financial services providers
that woud provide the much needed credit. These alliances play a very critical role in addressing some of the
key challenges affecting the development of the agriculture setor and usually hinder the realisation of the
objectives of government interventions including the ACF. Through this partnership, BoU was able to engage
with farmers and farmer organisations across the country, advising them on the availability of funding under
the ACF. BoU considers these partnerships very key in unlocking access to finance to the agricultural sector but
also as means of transforming the sector.
The Covid-19 pandemic continues to affect implementation of some of the scheduled ACF marketing activities
across the country. However, the Bank has continued to engage with the ACF stakeholders through virtual
meetings.
As at September 30, 2021, UGX 882.61 million had been utilised from the funds allocated to BoU for publicity by
MoFPED. The balance of UGX 936.05 million will be utilised to cover the ongoing activities by NOMAD
Advertising Limited and planned activities in the ACF marketing plan for the FY2021/2022. A breakdown of
the marketing funds utilization is indicated in Table 10 below.
Table 10:

Utilization of the MoFPED marketing funds as September 30, 2021

Particulars/Activity
Total remittance for ACF marketing since inception

MOF Expenditure
UGX
1,800,586,800

Workshops/Seminars/Exhibitions

529,434,378

Adverts in Media-Tv, Radio, Print

319,455,572

Printing Awareness Raising Material

15,426,988

Tv & Radio Broadcasts

18,290,000

Total utilization as at 30.09.2021

882,606,938

Balance

917,979,862

Source: Bank of Uganda

Going forward, a number of marketing activities have been planned aimed at sensitising the public about the
availability of affordable credit under the ACF and consequently increasing uptake of the funds under the
Scheme. These activities include: radio talkshows, publications in print media, stakeholder engagements
through workshops.
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Major Achievements of the ACF

9

The Scheme has achieved the following:
i.

Extended credit worth UGX 624.68 billion to 1,295 beneficiaries

ii.

Enhancing financial inclusion through the block allocation arrangement where 386 MSMEs have
accessed funding without the traditional collateral requirements. Alternative collateral arrangements
are considered such as chattel mortgages, cash flow based financing among others

iii.

Contributing to post-harvest handling by advancing credit of up to UGX 92.59 billion extended for
acquisition and installation of post-harvest handling facilities to minimize losses in the agricultural
sector.

iv.

Boosting export promotion of agro-processed Ugandan made products as depicted in the dairy, tea and
grain milling sectors; among others.

v.

Increased level of confidence in agricultural finance to PFIs resulting into increased lending to the
agricultural sector.

vi.

Development of innovative financial products in agricultural finance & improved risk management
tools by PFIs and development partners.

vii.

Increasing employment levels as more people are employed in commercial farms and other funded
projects. A number of farmer groups have been linked to the market through the out-growers’ schemes
of large aggregator projects financed under the ACF.

viii.

Prompted development partners to initiate guarantee packages and agricultural insurance to support
financial institutions on-lend to high risk areas in the agricultural ecosystem.

ix.

ACF has maintained its prominence as a proven distribution channel under a Public-Private-Partnership
(PPP) approach; for medium to long term financing to value chains in the agricultural sector at more
affordable terms.
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10 Major Challenges
i.

Inadequate Capitalisation

The ACF was established with the objective of supporting agricultural expansion and modernisation through
provision of affordable credit to farmers and agro-processors to facilitate commercialisation and value addition
in the sector. The borrowers’ projects under the ACF have been refinanced by the GoU contribution and the
reflows made via PFI repayments. These reflows provide a buffer for onward lending to viable projects, albeit
on a half-yearly basis. Table 12 below highlights the ACF fund position as at September 30, 2021, with a deficit
of UGX 21.11 billion.
As at September 30, 2021, cumulative GoU recapitalization amounted to UGX 201.43 billion, reflows amounted
to UGX 168.86 billion, out of which UGX 317.12 billion has been disbursed while commitments totalled UGX
21.32 billion. Although there was available cash of UGX 31.85 billion as at September 30, 2021, resulting from
recoveries of the arrears from the previous quarter, BoU is holding a pipeline totalling UGX 37.71 billion and if
all the loans are to be approved, the scheme will have a fund deficit of UGX 5.86 billion. This, therefore, calls
for recapitalisation of the scheme to address this funding gap and be able to meet the refinancing requests from
the PFIs. Details of the ACF cashflows are summarized in the table below:
Table 11: ACF Cash Flow Position – September 30, 2021
Details
Transfer from the Escrow Account to ACF Capital Account
Add: Total repayments from PFIs to date (reflows)
Less: Disbursements to date
Actual Cash Available (Fund Balance)
Less: Total BoU Commitments
Cash balance as at September 30, 2021
Less: Pipeline at BoU
Cash Deficit

Amount(UGX)
201,427,364,748
168,855,692,004
(317,115,669,558)
53,167,387,194
(21,318,105,120)
31,849,282,074
(37,709,029,678)
(5,859,747,604)

Source: Bank of Uganda

ii.

Covid-19 Impact

The prevailing COVID-19 pandemic had a significant negative impact on agricultural production and agribusinesses resulting in low production levels, reduced savings and business cashflows, that disrupted the ability
of several borrowers to service their loan facilities. Following the issuance of guidelines by BoU to all SFIs on
credit relief and loan restructuring measures, a total of 107 loans have been restructured amounting to UGX
31.79 billion, which ultimately impacted expected recoveries.

iii.

Lengthy procedure for write-off of NPLs

In accordance with the ACF-MoA, the Scheme was established as a risk-sharing facility and GoU undertook to
provide 1st class security which will limit the profit and loss charge to a maximum of 50% of the outstanding
principal loan amount in the event of default of a borrower. As Fund administratator, BoU was expected to
write-off the outstanding amount in 30 working days on receipt of the PFI’s deliquency report. The PFIs were
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expected to undertake all reasonable efforts to ensure recovery of the loan amounts in default and share on pro
rata basis any recoveries made after write-off. The introduction of the Public Finance Management (amended)
Act 2015 resulted into a revision of the procedure for write off of loans under the ACF and this has lengthened
the write-off process and contributed to making the ACF unattractive to some of the PFIs.
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11 Way Forward
To improve access and use of the ACF, the following recommendations should be considered:
i.

Urgent recapitalization of the scheme to refinance projects in the pipeline and additional applications
for refinancing.

ii.

Establish a flexible legal framework for the credit guarantee to enable speedy processing of loan writeoffs by the PFIs.

iii.

Design a strategy for tier-4 institutions including licensed SACCOs and“Emyooga”to access medium
and long term finance available under the ACF after addressing the issue of recapitalization.

iv.

De-risk the agricultural sector with agriculture insurance to encourage lending to agricultural value
chains. There is need to link the Government’s Agriculture Insurance Scheme to access to agriculture
credit by farmers.

v.

Provide for a holistic support mechanism dealing with the entire production and value chains from land
rights, quality control, timely provision of inputs, information and extension services to post-harvest
handling and market linkages.

vi.

Enhance capacity building and skilling in handling lending to agribusiness enterprises for staff of the
PFIs focusing on value chain risk analysis, appraisal of agricultural loans, and loan management.

vii.

In liaison with strategic partners such as Enterprise Uganda, GIZ and FAO to improve the financial
literacy of smallholder farmers especially in records management and business proposal writing.

viii.

The Covid-19 pandemic has brought to the fore the importance of digitalisation and the need to
encourage farmers and other stakeholders in the agricultural value chains to adopt e-technology
enhancements through which they can conduct their businesses and minimise losses in production and
returns in a changing environment. Such measures include digital information access via virtual
platforms, e-payment systems to reduce risks in lending, e-commerce platforms to increase access to a
more diversified range of buyers and sellers, and a warehouse receipt system for quick access to
investment capital.
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12 Conclusion
The ACF continues to be one of the key drivers for the transformation of the agricultural sector. The success of
the scheme is attributed to the critical Government intervention and private-sector impact funding,
complemented by the oversight of the central bank to create a public-private partnership that is cost-efficient to
facilitate the provision of the much needed medium to long-term financing for the agricultural sector. This is
seen from the continued investment by the PFIs through the lending of up to UGX 307.57 billion of their funds
under the scheme with the Government contributing UGX 317.12 billion to bring the total loans disbursed to
UGX 624.68 billion as at September 30, 2021. In addition, the scheme’s repayment rate is remarkable with a nonperforming loan ratio of only 1.7 percent. This puts the ACF in a very unique position to be the best risk-sharing
facility to transform the agricultural sector.
BoU pledges to continue to support this initiative through continuous engagement with the PFIs to increase
lending under the ACF. In addition, as fund administrators primarily responsible for the publicity of the scheme,
BoU shall ensure continuous sensitisation of the farmers and public on the availability of affordable credit under
the ACF.
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Appendix 1 Salient Features of the ACF Scheme
12.1 The Role of BOU
The key role of BOU under the ACF is that of the administrator.
The responsibilities include:
i.

Review of the loan applications against the terms and conditions of the scheme in accordance with the
MoA.

ii.

Disburse funds (refinance) to the PFIs in respect of the eligible projects.

iii.

Ensure timely collection of repayments from PFIs and a sound database on the lending activities.

iv.

Provide reports and other information to the stakeholders of the scheme.

v.

Ensure repayments of the GoU contribution from the PFIs, which are made on a half-yearly basis.

vi.

Create awareness of the ACF

12.2 Role of the PFIs
The PFIs are charged with:
i.

Sensitising the clients on the scheme since they are the first point of contact.

ii.

Appraising/analysing the projects to ascertain eligibility, viability, feasibility.

iii.

Managing collateral requirements.

iv.

Ensuring the recovery of the loans. The MoA governing the administration of the scheme place full
responsibility of loan recovery on the PFIs.

v.

PFIs submit reports (on the performance of the projects) to BOU on quarterly basis.

12.3 Procedure of Accessing the Fund
All ACF loan applications are channelled through the PFIs. The PFIs analyse the loan requests as per their credit
policy to ensure that only eligible projects are financed. The PFIs disburse their own funds to eligible projects
and subsequently request for re-imbursement of the GoU contribution from BOU.

12.4 Terms and Conditions of Sub-Loans
The terms and conditions of the scheme are stated in the Memorandum of Agreement (2018). Sub-loan amounts
are determined based on assessment and appraisal of project viability and genuine credit needs of the clients in
accordance with the lending policy of the respective PFIs. The loans under the ACF are denominated in Uganda
shillings.
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12.5 Loan Amount
The maximum loan amount to a single borrower is UGX 2.1 billion. However, this amount can be lifted on a
case-by-case basis for eligible projects that add significant value to the agricultural sector and the economy as a
whole, as may be determined by the BOU upon justification by the PFI.

12.6 Loan Term
The maximum loan period should not exceed eight (8) years and the minimum should be six (6) months.

12.7 Grace Period
The grace period is up to a maximum of three (3) years.

12.8 Interest Rate
The interest rate charged by the PFI to the final borrower under ACF I and III is capped at 10 percent per annum,
whereas for ACF II and IV interest rate is capped at 12 percent. The PFIs are not required to pay interest on the
GoU contribution reimbursed to them.

12.9 Facility Fees
Facility fees charged by PFIs to eligible borrowers should not exceed 0.5 percent of the total loan amount. Legal
documentation and registration costs are borne by the borrower.

12.10 Eligibility for Refinance/Sub Loans
12.10.1 Eligible Purposes
Eligible purposes include activities such as commercialisation, modernisation, mechanisation and value
addition in the agricultural sector at any stage of the agricultural value chain.

12.10.2 Eligible Projects
Eligible projects include the acquisition of agricultural machinery and post-harvest handling equipment, storage
facilities, agricultural inputs that include; pesticides and fertilizers, land opening, paddocking, biological assets
that include; banana suckers, fruit seedlings, chicks, piglets, cows and goats for restocking the farm, agro
processing facilities, and any other agricultural and agro-processing related activities.
Working capital required for operating expenses is considered provided this component does not exceed 20%
of the total project cost for each eligible borrower. These will include among others; wages for hired farm labour,
overhead costs like utilities and installation costs, and hiring of specialized machinery for farming activities. The
maximum loan amount to an eligible borrower for biological assets shall not exceed UGX 80 million.
The scheme does not finance working capital for purchase of land, forestry, refinancing existing loan facilities
and trading in agricultural commodities with the exception of grain.
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12.11 Financing Grain trade
The scheme provides financing for working capital and infrastructure for projects engaged in grain trading. The
terms are as follows:
The maximum financeable amount to a single borrower is UGX 10 billion and the GoU contribution is 50 percent
of the eligible amount for commercial banks, MDIs, CIs and UDBL. However, this amount can be lifted on a
case-by-case basis for eligible projects that add significant value to the agricultural sector and the economy as a
whole as may be determined by the BOU upon justification by the PFI.
The maximum tenure of a loan for working capital for an eligible project under the grain facility is twenty four
(24) months from the date of disbursement to the borrower.
The maximum tenure of a loan for capital expenditure for an eligible project under the grain facility shall be
eight (8) years from the date of disbursement to the borrower with a maximum grace period of three (3) years.
The applicable interest rate for loans advanced to finance working capital for grain trading under the scheme
shall be a maximum of 15% per annum.
The applicable interest rate for loans advanced to finance capital expenditure under the scheme shall be a
maximum of 12% per annum.
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